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’ Quasar absorption lines fer unique gpportunities to 
interstellar medium of extern galaxies. K& present new optical and UV 
absorption line spectroscopy of the quasar 3C232 0.55) revealing new 
the foreground absorption system due ight, spiral 
3067 (cz=1420 km/s). Specifically, ctra show evidence f o r  
possibly three separate absorption components in CaII and Na I 
150 km/s. The original HI detection of Haschick and Burke (1975) 
corresponds to the strongest of these metal systems which exhibits doublet, 
ratios consistent with saturation in both CaII and Na I. 
Due to the recent detection in HI emission of a tidal tail or ”finger” 
of HI extending from, the western edge of NGC 
3C 232 (Carilli, van Gorkom and Stocke, 1989 
morphology of the HI absorber is now known 
diskpQ nor a spherical halo as had been proposed. New deep continuum and-H.x 
imaging provides a sensitive upper limit on the the ionizing continuum 
impinging upon this cloud (and thus a limit on the intensity of the 
extragalactic-i@jxgAradiation E ield) . 
Together with -T;he observed UV spectrum of 3C 232, the optical emission 
line ratios and the deep H Q ~  imaging set a minimum distance between the 
quasar and the HI cloud regarding redshift information. This limit 
strains the “non-cosmological edshift interpretation for 3C 232 -- and 
this quasar is one of the ginal 5 3C‘quasars found to be too close to 




Search for CaII absorption. in Galactic Halos David Bowen, Cambridge 
Bowen, Pettini, Penston & Blades have concluded their survey to probe the 
outer halos of low redshift (o 2) identified gdaxies: in CaII, using QSOs ~ L S  
probes. We have observed 11 QSO-galaxy paire with sight-line separations 
of between 3 & 7sk;bokpc ( h l ~ ~ ,  = Ho/lOO), down to 2a equident width 
limits of less than ll0rnA for 10 of them. From previwdy published work 
we know that this limit would secure the detection of CaII column densities 
within our own galaxy, yet we find cdcjum in only one pair, an anonymou~ 
galaxy within 0.7 arcmine M 4lh& kpc from the quasar 1543+489. The linetit 
are weak and saturated (- s5rnL), and the separation i8 the largeat known 
for CaII absorption beyond the optical extent of 8, galaxy. What makes 
this dl the moxe surprising is that obgervaiions of Supernovae SNWILD in 
NGC2268, and SNl987N in NGC7606, made with Max Pettid, continue ta 
show strong absorption lines of both C d I  and N d ,  8 result is typical of all 
high resolution spectroitcopic observation of bright Supernovae. 
One particdar pdr, that o€ MIX205 & the face-on gdaxy NGCGW, COZS- 
hues to be the focus of our attention, since the quarar’s line-of-sight p&SSb8 
within 4h&lcpc of the galaxy center and l i a  just adjscent to a spiral mm. 
Though expecting absorption by the disk and any extended halo, we are 
unable to detect CaII in this pair to a 24 limit of 40rn%l, aaaiking that the 
covering factor of the disk alone in CaII is less than unity at these equiv- 
alent width thresholds. Whether this is due to severe dupletion o€ calcium 
along the spiral m, or is perhaps some indication of the ionization cendi- 
tiona, remains to be seen. Some prelidnary observations do suggeat however 
that No1 i s  detected, and it ia clearly of aome importance to establish the 
conditions of the ISM in such a galaxy that led to this result. 
We conclude that there still exiats no evidence for extended Car1 MOJ 
beyond a ‘fliolmberg radius, and we consider that the reported cases of large 
equivalent widths in, the Ave &SO-galaxy pairs where CaII lama been detected 
to be a comequence of either absorption within the disk (at about 1 RH), 
or absorption by disturbed or interacting galaxies. The most importazlt ex- 
mple uf this latter system is provided by Cmilli, van Qorkom & Stocke (11, 
who detect a tail passing from XCC3067 across the line-of-sight of 3C232; 
up till now, this had provided the best case of halo absorption in CraII, with 
a strong equivdent width (2). Pot whatewer Teasow, the extent of CaII does 
not 8UppOTt the hypothesis that galax’ra are reeponeible for QSO absorption 
lines, despite the fact that there now exists good evidence that the MgII 
absorption systems seen in QSO spectra &re indeed due to the (extended) 
haloe of intervening galaxies (51, and a preliminary altempt to understand 
the dynamics of theae gdddes appears to be feasible. 
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b, Where lower limite me givm, theere me to 2a, 
e. Awaiting redshift data. I 
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